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Hi! 
Welcome to Sportverkstan, a small 
family company in the very south 
of Sweden, founded in a cellar in 
Malmö back in 1986. We started 
out by repairing hockey gear for 
the different teams around town, 
but throughout the years the geo-
graphical area as well as our knowl-
egde and skills have grown. It now 
covers large parts of Sweden and 
Denmark, spreading out as far as to 
Gremany, Holland, France and Rus-
sia.  

At Sportverkstan we renovate, re-
pair and modify sport gear in gen-
eral, and hockey gear in particular. 

Here you will find everything you 
need in terms of sport gear, spare 
parts, consulting and good service. 
We offer specially designed equip-
ment, all kinds of tools and original 
materials for almost every kind of 
repair. We also sell skate sharpen-
ing machines and provide a com-
plete assortment of fittings, as well 
as service of the machines.

With this catalouge of our most 
popular items, we hope to make it 
even easier for you to find just what 
you need.

In hope of hearing from you soon!

about us



accessories
- everything you might need to up your game!

Skate Fenders, foot 
protectors in lexan.
 

Blade covers Tuffterry, available in blue, red and black. Blade 
Skins, leather, available in Sr and Jr. Skate Guards Bauer, 
avaliable in black, white and grey. Skate Guards with spring, 
assorted colors.

Command Grip, 
increasing shaft 
grip. 

Plexus anti-fog spray
- removes stains and 
sweat. 
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Mouth guard Reebok, Sr and Jr.

SuspensoarSuspenders Garter belt 

Tape Tiger, original / deluxe
Removes tape from sticks with 
ease. Deluxe also contains grind 
stone, screwdriver, bottle opener, 
lace tightener and key chain. 

Goal Skate Blade Protector -  
protects the blades from con-
tact with the goal cage during 
practice. 

Forehead pad, goalie. Soft terry 
cloth. Available in black and white.
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Laces, white, wax. Availible in 244 
cm, 274 cm och 305 cm.

Laces, white, cotton. Availible in 
244 cm, 274 cm och 305 cm.

Neck guard, Nash, transparent.

Washing strap- ingenious 
solution for the players’ practice 
outfits. Dries twice as fast as in a 
regular washing net. 

Shin straps velcro, available in 
white, black, red, blue, yellow - 
30 mm or 50mm.

Shaft extension in wood 
Sr - 10 cm or 27 cm 
Jr - 27 cm

Colored laces, wax. Availible in 
274 cm. 
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Desion, germicide with silver ions for  
desinfecting all kinds of equipment, 
500 ml or 5000ml. 

Coreshorts from Ortema, exercise shorts, 
increasing compression in the hip, groin 
and thigh area to avoid strain and relieve 
muscles, ligaments and tendons.  

Hockeysock - extra thin sport 
socks, Sr and Jr.  

Ultimate Toe TiesToe hook

accessories
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Sport insoles Foam insoles 

‘Snowpack’ cooling bag, 
disposable.  

Bauer Hockeysock No cut, 
protecting sock in kevlar. 

X-foot padded sock from Ortema, with integrated silicon 
pads for absorbing discomfort from pressure and blows. 
Available in front, front + back, and inside + outside ankle.

Toebridge Slide for goalie pads,
avaliable in red, white and black. 

Toebridge Butterfly for goalie pads, 
available in black and white. 

Toebridge, straight,  for goalie 
pads, avaliable in red, black and 
white. 

Toebridge, short, for goalie pads. 
Available in black and white. 

Hockey training puck and 
hockey game puck, 

- everything you might need to up your game!
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Toebridge Toeflap for goalie pads, 
available in red, black and white. 



Sportverkstans Do It Yourself-kit 
for players. Spare parts for skates 
and equipment, for Bauer, RBK/
CCM. 

spare parts

Rivets, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 
22 mm. Bag of 100

Copper rivets and washers.
Bag of 50

Eyelets, MK-10 and MK-12. 
Bag of 100

Suspender buttons, bag of 25 Plastic snaps, 30mm, bag of 10, 
available in black or white. 

Steel cage clip, bag of 10

Buckle Bnp brass, for leg guard 
straps. 

Stealth quick release in metal and 
plastic. 

Helmet emergency kit, Bauer, 
perfect to have in your trunk. 

Sportverkstans Do It Yourself-kit 
for goalies. Spare parts for skates 
and equipment, compatible with 
all brands. 

Sportverkstans Do It Yourself-kit 
for players, Small. Spare parts 
for helmets, Bauer, RBK/CCM. 

Runner box Bauer, plastic box for 
transporting your spare runners.

Runner pouch, with 
separate compartments 
for your spare runners. 
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Plastic quick release, available in 
20 mm, 25 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, 
50 mm.
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Spare Part Box, helmet,  Bauer
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Spare Part Box, helmet, RBK/CCM Spare Part Box, helmet, Easton
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- whatever needs fixing, we’ve got the supplies!
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Palm Goalie Bauer Senior.
Double layered in palm and on 
fingers. Left/right 

Palm Goalie IPB Senior / Junior. 
Double layered on fingers. 
Left/right  

Palm CFH Tacky, with a sec-
ond layer of Sure Grip.

Palm Clarino CFH, double layered..  Available in Medium 
(11-12”), Regular (13-14”) och XL (15”).
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Chin Cup, with strap. Replacement pad, thumb Heel tendons, skates

www.sportverkstan.com

spare parts

Leg guard strap with buckle, 
20mm x 1m. Available in white, 
red, black yellow and blue. 

Top leg strap, with buckle. Knee cap RBK. Sr, Jr. 

Nash Skate Tongue,  felt 
and leather, available in 
black and white. 

Knee lifter goalie. Avaliable in 
black and white. 

Back plate harness. Available 
in blue, red, black and white.

All our palms are 
imported directly from 
Canada, and of the 

highest quality. 

tel. 040 - 71955

Palm, DFH, genuine deer leather, 
with a second layer of clarino. 

Palm Clarino CNHL, single layered. Palm Pittard (Elit - extra thin)



tapes

Jaybird Supreme, 38 mm x 10 m

Powerflex grip tape, 38 mm x 5 yds.
Available in red, blue, black and white.

Colored hockey tape, 
assorted colors. 

Shin guard tape, white 
25 mm x 66 m.

Cleartejp transparent. 
25 mm x 20 m.

Shin guard tape’, 19 mm x 20 m. 
Available in red, blue, black and 
white.

Hockey tape, ‘sticky’.  
19 mm x 18.3 m.

12
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Jaybird Hockey tape, black, elite.
25 mm x 23 m.

Jaybird Hockeytejp, white, elite.
25 mm x 23 m.
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spare parts

Screws and nuts for heel tendons,  
screws and nuts for helmets. 

Suspender button duo

Replacement thigh pad goalie

Chin strap, helmet/mask
long + short 

Ear loop for wwhelmet

Replacement thigh pad

Plastic quick release with clip 

Replacement front pad, 
catch glove goalie

Replacement foam pad blocker 

phone nr: +4640-71955
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Runner Step RBK/CCM E-bladeRunner Step LS2

Runner Step LS2 Black

Runner Step Tuuk + VelocityRunner Step Easton Razorblade 
Velocity

Runner Step RBK  extreme

Holder Graf Cobra 3000

Holder Tuuk Custom +

Holder + runner Bauer ONE 100 

Holder RBK/CCM Goalie E-Pro Holder RBK/CCM E-pro

Holder Tuuk LS2 Runner Quickblade

Runner Step Bauer regular. 
Available in 3mm, 4mm.

Holder  Easton Razorblade 2

Runner Step RBK regular

Runner Step Bauer extreme. 
Available in 3mm, 4mm.

Holder + runner  
Quickblade

Runner Step E-Blade Velocity

Runner Step LS2 Velocity Runner Step Graf Velocity

Runner Step Easton Razorblade

Runner Step Graf 3000

runners and holders

Screw + nut Tuuk

Screw + nut Graf Screw + nut RBK/
CCM

Screw + nut 
RBK/CCM goalie

phone nr: +4640-71955



Riveting Machine Hammerhead R-1000

Machine for attaching eyelets, blades etc. 

Included in the price are riveting tools for 
removing rivets, attaching rivets, attaching 
copper rivets and attaching eyelets. 

Also included are 1 bag of 100 rivets in sizes 
12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 mm, (in total 5 bags), 
1 bag of 50 copper rivets and washer, and 
1 bag of 100 eyelets MK-10. 

tools of the trade
- indispensable toolkits for hockey repairs!
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Stretching Thongs Hammerhead P-1000, perfect for custom 
fitting skates. With 3 different sized balls and adjustable pressure, 
ensuring the best result. Now also for stretching sides!

Hercules glue cement and Allergofix 
contact glue, keeps materials in 
place during sewing. 1L.

Glue container, incl. 
glue brush. 0,45L.
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Strap puller - for mounting of 
straps on leg guards

Copper rivet holder 

c)

a) b)

d)

a) Shoemaker needle, 6.5cm
b) Shoemaker needle20 cm
c) Singer Sewing Machine needle
d) Round needle, 3”
 

Speedy Stitcher - for heavier 
needle work. The ultimate aid for 
every equipment manager.

Extra tools 

a)  Removing tools for eyelets
b) Attaching tools for speed hooks 
(on figure skating skates and boots)
c) Attaching tools for suspender 
buttons 

a) b) c)

phone nr: +4640-71955



a) Diamond & ceramic hone    
b) Leather hone
c) Fine hone       
d) Polishing hone

Diamond dresser Prosharp - 
NDT-1, NDT-3. 
Diamond dresser SSM D-2000.

Edge fork hone

skate sharpening machines

Blade angle tester - a must have 
for everyone dealing with skate 
sharpening. An easy way to check 
the angle of the blade. 

Prosharp MA-70, MA-90Prosharp Skatepal EP SSM S2/80

SSM S2/60 SSM S2/60 KB

SSM S2/80 KB

Acculube, apply to the 
grinding wheel to prevent 
heat from friction. 

- our machines and accessories

Prosharp Blade Straighener. 
Easily straightens out bent blades. 
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We also do service and repairs on our machines, 
with original spare parts to both Prosharp and SSM 

machines. Call us, and we’ll tell you more!

Blade oil - apply to 
blades to prevent friction. 

www.sportverkstan.com

Prosharp 2001 Alllpro. For hollow and radius profile sharpening. Delivered with 7 different blade profiles 
och transportation box. Fast adjustable hollow sharpening from flat down to 6 mm. Electronic compo-
nents and ball bearings are sealed and protected against sharpening dust. Pressure and speed are kept 
constant during the entire sharpening session. 
 

SSM2 H10. Skate sharpening machine 
for manual skate skarpening. Easy and 
fast to use. Thanks to its low weight 
and using the transport case V-2, it is 
perfect to bring along to away games. 
Includes the holder H-10, for every 
type and brand of skates. 

Prosharp 1001 Portable. Delivered 
with transportation box. Fast adjust-
able hollow sharpening from flat down 
to 6 mm. Electronic components and 
ball bearings are sealed and protected 
against sharpening dust. Pressure and 
speed are kept constant during the 
entire sharpening session. 
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a) b)

c) d)
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repair materials

a) Clarino Goalie 2mm  
b) Clarino Goalie Techno 2mm
c) Nylon 

Glove lace, available in black, 
white, blue, yellow, red and green.

Serafil sewing thread. Available in 
thickness 20 och 40, every color. 

Tiger thread, 1.0 mm, 500m,  
for hand-sewing. Available in 
black and white. 

d) Elastic 
e) Futura
f)  Tacky

Polyester strap, 20 mm, available in 
black, white, blue, yellow, red and 
green. 

g) Skate liner 0.7 mm
h) Skate leather 2 mm
i)  Clarino 1mm
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Leather straps 19 mm x 1m,
available in black, white and red. 

f) h) i)

d)a)

e)

b) c)

g)
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- whatever needs fixing, we’ve got the supplies!
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repairs 
- some of our most common repair works

Changing palms in gloves:The worn down palm is removed, finger walls and edges repaired, and the new 
palm is then sewn in place. 

Repairs catch glove - change of front pad and lacing. 

Complete renovation, catch glove Reenforcement heel tendons

phone nr: +4640-71955

Glue Stick 11x200 mm, 
transparent, for montage 
of Shaft Extensions and 
blades, bag of 5 sticks 



pictures from the workshop
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- a little look behind the scenes here at Sportverkstan!

open house
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- the annual open house was popular as always!
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Sportverkstan Polimport

west of Malmö

Limstensgatan 13, 216 16 
Limhamn, SWEDEN 

phone: +46 40-71955

fax: +46 40-916808

mail@sportverkstan.com

www.sportverkstan.com

you find us here!


